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CALENDAR DESCRIPTION:     This course surveys the innovations and insights which shaped theatre as an art form
during the 20  century. Major trends and issues in the theatre will be explored in their own right, as well as in the contextth

of larger cultural and historical forces.

RATIONALE:   THEA 201 will be introduced as part of an overall redesign of selected theatre courses. Together with
THEA 202, this course will provide students with a more detailed study of the history of theatre than is currently possible
in the introductory course, THEA 101. Furthermore, while serving the intermediate need of strengthening the department's
offerings in theatre history, THEA 201 and 202 will also provide a solid foundation for the longer term goal of
introducing a Theatre Major.

COURSE PREREQUISITES: THEA 101

COURSE COREQUISITES: None

HOURS PER TERM Lecture 30 hrs Student Directed
FOR EACH Laboratory   hrs Learning hrs
STUDENT Seminar 15  hrs Other - specify:

Field Experience  8 hrs                              hrs
TOTAL 53 HRS

MAXIMUM ENROLMENT:     35         

Is transfer credit requested?      :   Yes      9    No

AUTHORIZATION SIGNATURES:

Course Designer(s):                                                                   Chairperson:              E. Davis                                     
                                           R. Bruce Kirkley, Ph.D                                                         Curriculum Committee

Department Head:          Ian Fenwick, BA, MFA                       Dean:                         J.D. Tunstall, PhD                      

PAC:  Approval in Principle                                               PAC:  Final Approval:            December 17, 1997       
                                                                   (Date)                                                                                   (Date)
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SYNONYMOUS COURSES:

(a)  replaces            N/A                       
                             (course #)

(b)  cannot take        N/A                       for further credit
                                  (course #)

SUPPLIES/MATERIALS:

TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCES, MATERIALS   (List reading resources elsewhere)

Under consideration, but possible options for the main text are:

Cohen, Robert, Theatre, Fourth Ed. (1997)
Brockett, Oscar, The Essential Theatre, Fifth Ed. (1997)

Representative plays from the 20  century, selected to complement the topics and issues under study in the class.th

A coursepack containing essays, reviews, excerpts from key texts, photographs, etc.

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of THEA 201, students should:

• know how major cultural trends and issues of the 20  century have been, and are being, played out in theth

theatre, from modernist approaches such as realism, symbolism, expressionism, and futurism, through ideological
perspectives such as Marxism, feminism, and post-colonialism, to postmodern expressions such as theatre of the
absurd, theatre of images, and intercultural theatre
• understand the contributions of key figures in the theatre from the late 19  century to the present, selectedth

from such notables as Henrik Ibsen, Constantin Stanislavski, Anton Chekhov, Edward Gordon Craig, Adolphe Appia,
Bernard Shaw, Luigi Pirandello, Bertolt Brecht, Antonin Artaud, Joan Littlewood, Lee Strasborg, Elia Kazan, Samuel
Beckett, Jerzy Grotoswki, Joseph Chaikin, Caryl Churchill, Peter Brook, Eugenio Barba, and Peter Sellars
• be aware of trends and developments in the various arts of the theatre: for example, the divergence in
approaches to acting (from the realistic style developed by Stanislavski to the intercultural experiments of
contemporary directors like Brook and Sellars); or the tensions created by the displacement of the playwright's
historical position as the creative center of the theatre and the rise in importance of the director, designer, actor, and
theatre company
• be aware of some key developments and achievements in Canadian theatre both in its own right and within the
larger international context
• appreciate the distinctions as well as the influences and cross-overs between theatre and other 20  centuryth

media such as film, radio, television, and multi-media
• be cognizant of the different critical and methodological approaches to the study of theatre both as an art form
and as an historical construct
• have the tools to undertake original historical or critical research in theatre studies
• understand how research and theory are applied to the creative processes of theatre production
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METHODS:

Lectures, discussions, seminars, group exercises, theatre visits

STUDENT EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

1 seminar 20%
1 essay (2500 words) 25%
1 midterm 20%
final exam/project 25%
class participation 10%

COURSE CONTENT

Issues in 20  century theatre will be explored by pursuing four major themes or trends, with each section comprisingth

three weeks of study.

The Path of Realism: the search for realistic representation in the theatre, focusing on such topics as: the naturalistic
experiments of Andre Antoine's Theatre Libre, Constantin Stanislavski's search for a method of realistic acting, the
scenic illusionism of David Belasco and Robert Edmund Jones, and the eventual assimilation of theatrical realism by
the cinema.

The Political Theatre: the development of theatre as a vehicle for social and political change, from the alienation
effect of Bertolt Brecht's epic theatre to the feminist empowerment of such women's companies as Great Britain's
Monstrous Regiment or Canada's Nightwood Theatre.

The Antirealistic Revolt: the revolt against the narrow confines of the realistic stage, from the symbolist theatre of
Maeterlinck and Yeats, the expressionism of Strindberg and O'Neill, to Antonin Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty, the
absurdist theatre of Ionesco and Beckett, and Jerzy Grotowski's search for the spirituality of acting in his Poor Theatre.

The Postmodern Experience: the decentered, diversified and self-reflexive theatrical expressions generated by the
tensions between an emerging mass global culture and the tenacious yet threatened vitality of local, popular cultures:
the Multicultural Theatre of Augusto Boal's Theatre of the Oppressed or Tomson Highway's Native Earth Performing
Arts Company; the Intercultural Theatre of Eugenio Barba, Ariane Mnouchkine, and Peter Brook; the reflexivity of
Robert Wilson or Robert Lepage's surreal theatrical imagery; and the contrasting successes of Mass Culture/Mass
Theatre and Popular Theatre phenomena such as mega-musicals, Shakespearean festivals, and Fringe festivals.


